Phase separated microenvironments inside the cell nucleus are linked to disease and regulate epigenetic state, transcription and RNA processing.
Proteins and RNAs inside the cell nucleus are organized into distinct phases, also known as liquid-liquid phase separated (LLPS) droplet organelles or nuclear bodies. These regions exist within the spaces between chromatin-rich regions but their function is tightly linked to gene activity. They include major microscopically-observable structures such as the nucleolus, paraspeckle and Cajal body. The biochemical and assembly factors enriched inside these microenvironments regulate chromatin structure, transcription, and RNA processing, and other important cellular functions. Here, we describe published evidence that suggests nuclear bodies are bona fide LLPS droplet organelles and major regulators of the processes listed above. We also outline an updated "Supply or Sequester" model to describe nuclear body function, in which proteins or RNAs are supplied to surrounding genomic regions or sequestered away from their sites of activity. Finally, we describe recent evidence that suggests these microenvironments are both reflective and drivers of diverse pathophysiological states.